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Setting the Scene
Tough questions always come when least expected. They put you on the spot. They make you sweat over your
intellectual, ethical, and emotional responses to pressing problems that you know are important—wars, poverty,
humanity’s origin, God’s existence, globalization, climate change, other religions, eternal destiny—just you
planned to think out a well reasoned response over a smooth latté when spare time presented. Sadly, the time
never came, and so here you are again, unsure and uncomfortable.
Maybe I’m speaking for you. I’m certainly speaking for myself! As a Christian apologist—that is, one defending
and commending the Christian faith as plausible, credible, and relevant—I’ve often found myself sweating it over
a tough question or three coming from left-field, usually while in front of a senior high class, all the while trying to
point people to Jesus.
But sadly, for many of us, fear of being unable to answer these tough questions gives us an excuse not to talk
about our faith. How many conversations have you avoided because you were afraid that you might be faced with
a tough question?
John 1:9 tells us that Christ is the true light that gives light to every person. This is a cornerstone verse for the
LOGOS ministry. We are about sharing the light of Christ with others by commending and defending our Christian
faith, and equipping our brothers and sisters in Christ to do the same.
This study guide is designed to be used in your small group as a follow on from the message ‘SENT: Is Christian
Mission Good for the World’. You can download the speaker’s notes & slides, an audio of the message, as well as
a number of other resources from the following link: http://logos.kbc.org.au/blog/resources/logos-talks/christianmission/. At times in this study we’ll be referring to the points made by the panel, so make sure if you weren’t at
one of the messages, you check out this site!
- the LOGOS Team
Take it to God
As you open this study, take a few minutes to commit yourself and your group to God. Ask the Holy Spirit to
search your heart and reveal any sin or blockages keeping you from experiencing God’s presence. Ask for Godly
wisdom and discernment, and commit yourself to honouring Him both throughout this study and as you apply
what we talk about to your life.
Talking Point
Has everyone in the group seen at least one of the presentations of ‘SENT: Is Christian Mission Good for the
World’? (8/10am; 5pm on Sunday, 21 August 2011)? If there is anyone in your group who hasn’t seen it, briefly
summarise it for them, or watch the video available from KBC office or you can download the audio as above.
What was your initial response to the message? What made best sense to you? What made the least sense? Did
you think there was anything missing? How would you have responded to the questions asked of the panel?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Take a few minutes to share your thoughts with the group.
The Big Idea

Christianity is a missionary religion. On Jesus’ command, Christians for two millennia have carried “the
good news” to the ends of the earth, making disciples as they went. Yet many rightly wonder if Christian
mission has been good for the world. Hasn’t the Christian gospel ridden on the coat tails of colonialism?
Or worse, don’t we see clear evidence that evangelism in itself is an act of cultural imperialism?
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Are Jesus’ followers—the crusaders, conquistadors and chaplains of the past—guilty of unforgivable
intolerance and arrogance? Have we not remade Aborigines, Americans, Africans and Asians in our own
Western image? Perhaps.
Try This
Take a few minutes for each group member to rate your answers to the following questions below:
How often do you personally share your faith with a non-Christian?
I almost
never do

At least once
a week

1

2

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

How well do you think the Christian Church has adhered to
Jesus’ values and teachings when it comes to mission?

The Church has
failed miserably

1

3

The Church
is spot on!

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Do a quick vote among your group members: How many of you believe Christianity has been good for
the world? Bad for the world? Neither good nor bad?
(We’re not talking salvation—but rather the church’s impact on the world as a whole).
Talking Point
If we’re talking about Christian mission, we should have a look at how Jesus “did mission” – after all,
mission is about what we do as much as what we say. How did Jesus take the gospel to people, and
what did He ask His followers to do?
Above we heard that many critics see Christian mission as Christian imperialism. Yet this is not the
central story. At the heart of Jesus’ life and mission is the radical principle of incarnation – becoming like
those we reach, and offering salvation as a gift ‘from within’ rather than imposed from above. This is
how Jesus “did mission” (see John 1:1-14).
As a group, read through Luke 10:1-21 – where Jesus sends out seventy-two followers to “announce the
Gospel of the Kingdom of God.” Then work back through the passage, and try to identify the many
principles of mission Jesus reveals.

The Big Idea
In Luke 10, Jesus tells his followers to bring peace through partnership, first blessing the people by
meeting physical needs, then announcing good words. Having laid this foundation, if they are rejected,
their greatest retaliation is to shake the dust from their feet and announce that God Himself will deal
with their closed hearts. It’s nothing personal, as they are really rejecting God, not the messenger. The
disciples party over their new found power, but immediately Jesus focuses their joy on their own
salvation, not their authority over any other spirit or person. Jesus then celebrates that God is pleased
to work through and reveal Himself to the simple and weak and childlike.
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Try This
In the message, Brendan, Dietmar, and Tammy consider Christian mission to Latin America, China, and
Africa in light Luke 10. They look at how the church has made mistakes in the past, and ways that these
principles have been adopted, to amazing effect.
Choose one of these sections, listen to the audio of the presentation from the Logos message (or look at
the PowerPoint/discussion guide & notes) and make your own observations about how the Luke 10
principles worked out in practice.
Then, choose a ‘mission’ experience you’ve had, and likewise evaluate it according to Luke 10. Was this
mission “good for the world”? What legitimate criticisms could outsiders bring? And how might Luke
10 modify your approach for better?

Talking Point
Mission isn’t just overseas; we are each on mission every day, in our workplace, university, or among
friends. Everything we say or do is part of our mission. What are some of the ways that we can adopt
these Luke 10 mission principles in everyday, personal mission to represent Christ and his Kingdom?

The Big Idea
At the start of this study we briefly touched on John 1:9 – Christ is the true light that gives light to every
person. We spoke about Christianity being a missionary religion—that we as Christ’s followers bear the
mandate to carry “the good news” to the ends of the earth, making disciples.
But what is the good news we are to share? An easy way to remember it is through the Big Story:
God has designed us for good, but through our bad choices we’ve been damaged by evil. But,
through Jesus’ life, death on the cross, and resurrection, we’ve been restored for better. If we
are humble enough to admit to God that we’ve fallen short of His design and ask Him to forgive
us for the wrong we’ve done, putting Him first, then we can connect with life to the full – what
God always intended for us. Then we join with other Christians, empowered by God, in being
sent together to heal a hurting world, waiting for the day when Jesus will return and set
everything right by judging all of the evil in the world and restoring the universe.
Perhaps as a group, in pairs, you could practise sharing the gospel, so you are “ready to give the reason
for the hope within” (1 Peter 3:15).
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Take it to God
Spend a few minutes thinking about the various spheres of influence you have in your life – workplace,
university, school, family, neighbours, friends etc. When was the last time you intentionally sought to be
on mission in these spheres? When was the last time you shared the gospel with someone?
As you reflect on these spheres of influence, ask God to place someone from each of them on your
heart. Ask for His heart for that person, and for opportunities to be a missionary of Christ when you are
around them.
Challenge
Christian mission is good for the world when it advances with humility and suffering to bring peace,
when it adopts local forms to bring out the best in any culture, and when it marries good deeds with
good words. In short, Christian mission is good for the world when it looks like Jesus, and is a loving
witness to the Kingdom of God.
God’s heart is for missions; we saw that in the second verse of Luke 10 when Jesus said “the harvest is
plentiful, but the workers are few. Ask the Lord of the harvest, therefore, to send out workers into his
harvest field.” God wants workers for his missions field, locally and abroad. Pray and seek God as to how
he wants you to engage in his heart for mission, whether through supporting people in the mission field,
joining an overseas mission, or by actively adopting the Luke 10 principles in your everyday life.
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Kenmore Baptist Church Manuscript 21/8/11 AM/PM (LOGOS)

SENT: Is Christian Mission Good for the World?1
[OPENING DRAMA: “Mission Under the Microscope”

Good evening ladies and gentlemen. Today we
continue our series of Mission Under the
Microscope as we seek to answer the question, “Is
Christian mission good for the world?” Today, we
have four fascinating specimens to examine.
Our first specimen is the Missionarium Imperial
Chauvanasticus. Appearance can be described as
severe. Tends to dress in styles and colours that
suggest a denial of the pleasures of life. May be
covered from head to toe or at least neck to
ground. Some types may dress in bland generic
styles suggesting suppression and lack of
individuality.
How would you describe the idea of Christian mission in the world?
SPECIMEN 1:
“It is the white man’s burden of course to convert the savages and bring them out of their
benighted ignorance and into the light of living like we do in the advanced world where we
wear suits like Jesus did, and live clean decent lives without a trace of smut!”
The second specimen is Missionarium Prosperitus. Easily recognisable with its array of
expensive designer clothing, heavy makeup in the female, blow dried hair do’s in both sexes,
and costly accessories to display the fact they have been richly blessed by the Lord who
wants to bless you too.
How would you describe the idea of Christian mission in the world?
SPECIMEN 2:
“I was created for blessing. You were created for blessing. The good Lord wants to richly
bless you, it’s as simple as this. Come to the Lord and you will live in abundance and drive a
great big four by four like I do. After all, what would Jesus drive?”

1

For full notes and a group discussion guide, see http://logos.kbc.org.au/blog/resources/logos-talks/christian-mission/. This
includes Fact Sheets on the Crusades, Inquisitions, and Witch Hunts, plus much, much more.
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Our third specimen, Missionarium Authenticus, often tends to be clad in practical and simple
work clothing suitable for the type of labour in the community where they are stationed.
These may not be particularly attractive in colour or design and may even be chosen
specifically to blend in with the local community’s tastes rather than those of the individual
concerned, since the main aim is to spread the gospel in a sensitive but clear manner.
How would you describe the idea of Christian mission in the world?
SPECIMEN 3:
“Well, Christian mission is all about doing what Jesus did. You live with the locals, rely on
them, share their meals and enter into their world. It’s not about coming with a heap of power
and money. It’s walking their journey and meeting their needs. It’s no use beating hungry
people round the head with a Bible and not giving them food. What?! It’s about standing in
other people’s shoes [exiting] … unless of course they don’t have shoes in which case you
stand in their feet—no, not in their feet—you know what I mean. …”
The fourth specimen is Missionarium Totalus Non-Missionarium, a species which is against all
forms of Christian missionary activity. This species wears whatever it wants to since it isn’t
ever going to be on a mission field anyway, as this would involve going out of its immediate
comfort zone.
How would you describe the idea of Christian mission in the world?
SPECIMEN 4:
“I just disagree with any type of Christian mission. Because all of it is really harmful and bad
for everyone; just look at history. And anyway, what right does anyone have to force ideas
on anyone else? I mean, it’s just Christians’ opinions anyway, and what I am saying here is not
opinion, it’s unbiased truth and actually right.”
Thank you ladies and gentlemen. That’s all we have time for. Next week we shall continue and
move from examination of our species to dissection.

+++
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Imperial Mission: Conquering for Christ (Brendan White)
Christianity at its heart is a missional religion. Jesus
called all his followers to carry the gospel to the
ends of the world. And for two millennia this is
precisely what Christians have done. Yet many
rightly wonder if Christian mission has been good
for the world.
Christianity’s fiercest critics charge that the
church has wiped out cultures as the faith was
spread over the world, and that the Christian
gospel rode on the coat tails of imperialism. This
world wide mission was really a divinely justified
land grab where the government or army conquers the native people, and the missionaries
arrive in their wake to forcibly convert the locals, thus growing the church. It’s said that Jesus’
followers—the crusaders, conquistadors and chaplains of the past—are guilty of unforgivable
intolerance and arrogance.
Last week I was in visiting the Queensland
museum in Southbank. (And I just want to remind
everyone at this point that nerd behaviour these
days is actually quite cool, for example their is
Peter Parker/Spiderman, Harry Potter, and Dr.
Sheldon Cooper from Big Bang Theory). Anyway I
was taken back by the display on the fourth
floor. In the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
Culture Centre, there was a display focused on
Christian missions and their impact on Australian
Aborigines. The display depicted Aboriginal
children forcibly removed from their parents and
taken to various missions and settlements. It made for difficult reading, but as a Christian what
was particularly shocking was the spin. The display pegged the blame mostly on the church.
Quote: “Missions were established by religious organisations and individuals to ‘protect’,
‘civilise’ and Christianise Aboriginal people.” Now it would be naïve to think this retelling is the
whole story. I know in KBC of various people who have done or are now doing great work
with Aboriginal people. But the point still remains—whether it’s the crusades, the inquisitions,
witch hunts or the stolen generation—just because we follow Christ doesn’t mean all that we
do reflects God.
Today we will explore whether Christian mission
has truly been good for the world. Before I go
on it’s important to define what we mean by
‘mission’. The word comes from the Latin ‘missio’
which means to send; and that is what Jesus told
his 72 disciples in Luke 10 when he said “Go for I
am sending you out like lambs among wolves”.
Very encouraging. So in a sense all Christians are
on mission as we are all sent out.
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In today’s message, though, we want to focus on what probably comes to mind when you
hear the word missionary, which is someone sent out to take the gospel to another culture.
It’s also important to point out what we mean by ‘the gospel’. Again in simple terms, the
gospel is the good news that through Jesus’ sacrifice on the cross, we can be forgiven by
God for all the wrong we’ve done, and be restored to loving relationship with Him—this is
“eternal life”, which gives us hope beyond the grave. But the gospel isn’t limited to the good
news of heaven and life after death; it tells us there is life before death too! Jesus’ came to
redeem this world that God created, and He wants to transform this life so it’s a taste of the
good still to come in the next. It’s why we read in the New Testament that where Jesus went
he ‘preached the good news of God’s Kingdom and healed the sick’—when we align with God
as King of all, then bodies, souls, and whole societies will come alive.
This is important; it means missions to other cultures aren’t limited to translating the Bible into
local languages. Mission includes what you do as much as what you say. And this is why, the
world over, mission organisations and missionaries do things when the go on mission. They sit
with the dying, they nurse the sick, adopt unwanted orphans, start hospitals for abandoned
AIDS babies, build schools for the poor, dig wells to bring clean water or buy people from
slavery and prostitution.
Now back to the question of whether Christian
mission is good for the world. A lot of this boils
down to whether it is ever right to share the
gospel. In Australian, many people object to
Christian mission and evangelism, period. For
them mission is never OK because they say “it’s
alright that you believe in Jesus but you shouldn’t
try to convert people or say you must believe
this too.” But there is a problem, with that
problem. When the critic says “believe what you
want but don’t share it” they are in effect urging
you to believe in their view! Everyone argues for
their view of the universe. To say stop it, is to do it.
But the deepest issue is if it’s true that Jesus is the only way to be saved from the
punishment, separation and pain of hell, then that is something we are morally obliged to share.
Even an atheist comedian like Penn Jillette gets this: “How much do you have to hate
somebody to believe that everlasting life is possible, and not tell them that?”
If Christianity is true, then this message is crucial; it can bring great good by allowing people
to choose, if they want, eternal life. But over the course of history how has the church gone?
Have our methods of mission overshadowed this vital message of life? Has the church done
more harm than good in taking the gospel the world over?
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Jesus’ Model of Mission (Brendan cont.)
In answering that question I think it’s a fair point
that no religion should be judged by its heretics.
The starting point has to be the model set by
Jesus himself. How did he take the gospel to
people, and what did he ask his followers to do?
In John 1 we discover that God “took on flesh and
moved into the neighbourhood.” This is the
principle of incarnation—becoming like those we
reach, and offering salvation as a gift ‘from
within’ rather than imposed from above.
We see this same mode of mission in the first
Christian missionary enterprise in Luke 10. After a
trial run by the twelve disciples, Jesus sends the seventy-two to “announce the Gospel of the
Kingdom of God”, sent to heal the world without money or weapons.
[Sue Chapman to read this while sitting down, supported by powerpoint}
1

After this the Lord appointed seventy-two others and sent them two by two ahead of him
to every town and place where he was about to go. 2 He told them, “The harvest is plentiful,
but the workers are few. Ask the Lord of the harvest, therefore, to send out workers into his
harvest field. 3 Go! I am sending you out like lambs among wolves. 4 Do not take a purse or
bag or sandals; and do not greet anyone on the road.
5
“When you enter a house, first say, ‘Peace to this house.’ 6 If the head of the house loves
peace, your peace will rest on that house; if not, it will return to you. 7 Stay there, eating and
drinking whatever they give you, for workers deserve their wages. Do not move around from
house to house.
8
“When you enter a town and are welcomed, eat what is set before you. 9 Heal the sick who
are there and tell them, ‘The kingdom of God has come near to you.’ 10 But when you enter a
town and are not welcomed, go into its streets and say, 11 ‘Even the dust of your town we
wipe from our feet as a warning to you. Yet be sure of this: The kingdom of God has come
near.’ 12 I tell you, it will be more bearable on that day for Sodom than for that town. … 16
“Whoever listens to you listens to me; whoever rejects you rejects me; but whoever rejects
me rejects him who sent me.”
17
The seventy-two returned with joy and said, “Lord, even the demons submit to us in your
name.”
18
He replied, “I saw Satan fall like lightning from heaven. 19 I have given you authority to
trample on snakes and scorpions and to overcome all the power of the enemy; nothing will
harm you. 20 However, do not rejoice that the spirits submit to you, but rejoice that your
names are written in heaven.”
21
At that time Jesus, full of joy through the Holy Spirit, said, “I praise you, Father, Lord of
heaven and earth, because you have hidden these things from the wise and learned, and
revealed them to little children. Yes, Father, for this was your good pleasure.
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Can you see Jesus’ method of mission? Jesus
tells his followers that they must bring peace
through partnership, first blessing the people by
meeting physical needs, and then announcing
good words. And having laid this foundation, if
they are rejected, their greatest retaliation is to
shake the dust from their feet and announce that
God Himself will deal with their closed hearts. It’s
nothing personal, as they are really rejecting God,
not the messenger. The disciples party over
their new found power, but immediately Jesus
focuses their joy on their own salvation, not their
authority over any other spirit or person. Jesus then celebrates that God is pleased to work
through and reveal Himself to the simple and weak and childlike.
Christian mission has continued ever since, for the last two thousand years in hundreds of
countries, in thousands of cultures, involving millions of people. So today we’ll simply take a
snap shot of three regions of the world through the lens of Luke 10 to see what good the
gospel has brought, and confess where Christian mission hasn’t lived up to Jesus’ model to
see what lessons we can learn. I’ll explore South and Central America, Dietmar will cover China,
and Tammy will consider the African mission experience. Why these regions? Well, right now,
59% of Christians worldwide are located in Latin America, Asia and Africa. Christianity is not a
Western Religion.
KENMORE BAPTIST CHURCH
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LATIN AMERICA: Healing through Humble Suffering (Brendan cont.)
When I mention mission in South America,
perhaps you picture a Spanish or Portuguese
armada storming the beach, laden with guns, led
by brash fanatics serving God and seeking gold.
And you would be partly right. Over the history
of the Christian church sent to this region of the
world, many mistakes have been made. Often
Christians failed to reflect Jesus and his model of
mission. Especially in the early days, Latin
American Mission served the colonial desire for
‘Conquest’, where religion was forced on people
by threat of death.
But from Luke 10 we learn that Christian mission
should start with healing the sick, meeting
tangible needs, and then proceed not by strength
and numbers but by weakness and suffering.
Just like Jesus, life for all comes through loving
self-sacrifice. It’s something that is unique to
Christianity and has left an indelible print on the
history of Christian mission. Many religions may
find martyrs willing to die, but ours is faith where
we lay down our lives for love of God and our
neighbour. One of the early church fathers,
Tertullian, wrote that “the blood of the martyrs is
the seed of the church”. And this is also true in South America.
Take the true story of five American Christian
missionaries in the 1950’s trying to evangelize
the Waodani people in the jungles of Ecuador. In
hindsight, anthropologists consider this tribe the
most violent in the world: six out of every ten
deaths were from homicide. These missionaries
came in without weapons, and carefully built a
relationship of trust. But within a short time a
tribal conflict spilled over and the five men were
speared to death. The incident drew world wide
attention. Now today the final chapter of that
story is being told and it is the one of the most
powerful examples of reconciliation I have ever seen. This clip offers an amazing example of
how Christian mission can bring healing through suffering.
[VIDEO CLIP 1 (1 MIN 24 SEC) – WAODANI INDIANS AND WESTERN MISSIONARIES}
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What a contrast to the violence of some early
Christian mission in South America. Following the
so-called ‘discovery’ of the New World by
Christopher Columbus in 1492, conquistadors of
the 15th and 16th centuries brought much of the
Americans under the control of Spain and
Portugal. At times they gave the natives an
ultimatum to convert to Christianity or die. Some
even baptised babies before bashing their heads
against stones so they could go straight to
heaven and avoid the possibility of growing into
unsaved heathens.
Is this the model Jesus set? This totally contradicts true Christian mission. The beauty of
Christianity is that God wants love, not forced conversion; in a real sense, we can ‘choose’ our
eternal destiny. Jesus’ death is a gift for each person to accept or reject, and the Bible is clear
that you can’t force love.
Jesus’ model in Luke 10 was not to send the 72
disciples as an army. Instead they went 2 by 2 to
their villages, not with swords, but with a
message of practical love. They weren’t
conquistadors forcing faith and killing the
unconverted. They were to be the vulnerable
ones, lambs among wolves, bringing healing
through their scars. Jesus told them explicitly to
take peace where they went. That’s what we see
with the Waodani tribe. Before the missionaries
came, there were no grand fathers in the village;
no man lived that long; but when the violence
stopped, Christ’s peace has made family out of natural enemies; the missionary orphan has
been adopted by his grandfather’s murderer.2
Another story: take Brother Alex, traveling on a bus to his work at a banana plantation in
Columbia. The bus was stopped by fighters in the guerilla army, who lined up the passengers
on the side of the road and opened fire, killing 25 people. Brother Alex was blinded in the
attack but miraculously survived and eventually graduated from seminary. He then went back
and found the 60 guerillas involved in the attack, and has now led some to the Lord.
In Mexico it is estimated that 1,000 Catholic
priests face constant threats from drug gangs as
they confront drug trafficking and the violence
associated with it. Some are murdered for
attempting, as Jesus’ modeled, to bring peace.
This is all part of the amazing good Christian
mission does round the world, speaking out
against injustice to bring peace.

2

As Mincaye said, “We acted badly, badly, until they brought us God's carvings; now we walk His trail.”.
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Peace isn’t just about stopping fights. Peace is about all of life flourishing. And when
Christian mission follows Christ, instead of causing pain, we bring healing. This is seen in so
many ways in Christian mission, right now, in South and Central America.
To mention just one, consider Global Health
Ministries. It’s a Lutheran organization involved in
funding, assembling medical supplies, and
recruiting medical workers for overseas missions.
They do an incredible amount of work round the
world, and particularly in Central and South
America in El Salvador, Guatemala and Nicaragua,
Bolivia, and Colombia. They share Jesus love
through health care projects such as
scholarships for health care training, building and
renovating health centres, pure water supplies,
HIV/AIDS testing, counselling and prevention, and
malaria bed nets. They get that the church is meant to be the miracle you want to see in the
world.
Jesus sends us to ‘heal the sick’—naturally,
supernaturally, loving with whatever we’ve got.
This is what validates the gospel message.
Behind me is a list of twenty-five organisations
on mission for Christ just in Latin America, all
making a massive difference in the world through
practical love.

1. American Leprosy Missions - Organization campaigning to cure Leprosy, view medical
case histories, service and career opportunities.
2. Cross Cultural Solutions - Offers volunteer opportunities working in the areas of
education, health care and community development in Asia, Africa, Latin America and
Eastern Europe.
3. Evangelism Task Force - A medical evangelism ministry doing short term projects to
third world nations, primarily in South and Central America.
4. Fellowship of Associates of Medical Evangelism - Dedicated to bringing help and hope
to least reached people in undeveloped nations through medical evangelism.
5. Global Health Ministries - Lutheran organization involved in funding, assembling medical
supplies, and recruiting medical workers for overseas missions.
6. Global Health Outreach - Branch of Christian Medical and Dental Association offering
short-term missions trips plus opportunities for teaching and evangelism.
7. Heal the Nations - Christian Medical Missions - Our vision is to reach our world one
village at a time. We promote community health development for needy people in the
world's underserved areas. We are currently active in Uganda and India.
8. HealthCare Ministries - As the Assemblies of God Worldwide Medical Missions Outreach,
this ministry sends volunteer medical teams to extend Christ's touch of compassion to
the sick and needy all over the world.
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9. Humanitarian Medical Relief - Nonprofits organization donating medical equipment,
supplies, and volunteer services in order to provide free medical care to third world
countries.
10. In His Image Family Practice Residency - Program overview, curriculum & facilities,
frequently asked questions, must-read reviews, how to apply.
11. The Luke Society - An international ministry combining community health and medical
care with evangelism.
12. Medical Ambassadors International - Under the Lordship of Jesus Christ, Medical
Ambassadors International (MAI) recruits, trains, and supports national leaders among
developing peoples to take responsibility to reach their own people physically and
spiritually.
13. Medical and Dental Mission Opportunities - Comprehensive listing of Christian
organizations who invite health care professionals of almost any specialty to serve in
short term missions. Some long term opportunities as well.
14. Medical Missionary Association - Mobilizing Christian health professionals to serve Christ
and the Church in developing countries.
15. Mercy and Truth - Provides outreaches several times a year with the goal of offering
medical care while sharing Jesus Christ.
16. Mercy Ships - Nonprofit Christian humanitarian organization committed to a three-fold
purpose of mercy and relief, training and ministry.
17. Mercy Works - YWAM Tyler - Relief agency providing medical outreach assistance to
individuals in El Salvador and Sudan.
18. Mission Moving Mountains - A Minnesota-based international Christian mission
organization which matches unreached or difficult-to-reach people groups with wellselected and equipped teams of quality people.
19. Missionary Ventures - Our purpose is to encourage and support indigenous missions
through personal involvement, financial sponsorship and ministry development.
20. Open Directory Project Medical Missions Links - Provides information on Christian
organizations that are involved in medical missions, medical evangelism and humanitarian
medical relief.
21. Serving in Mission- Worldwide family of interdenominational believers dedicated to
reaching out with the good news of Jesus Christ. Offers long term and short term trips.
22. Volunteer Humanitarian Opportunities - A physician's guide to volunteer humanitarian
opportunities.
23. Volunteer Nursing Net Links - A list of volunteer health care organizations, both
Christian and secular.
24. Volunteer Nursing Opportunities in Developing Nations - Website designed for
Registered Nurses with an interest in volunteering in developing nations. Features stories
on volunteer Nurses and related links.
25. Yahoo/International Relief and Development Links - dedicated to bringing medical help
and hope to least reached people in underdeveloped nations.
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During January and February of last year Tammy and I got to do some travelling including a
mission trip supporting kids with disabilities. On the way we spent a month touring Central and
South America. During the tour our local guide was explaining how during the Colonial period
the Spanish had conquered much of their country.
They’d knock down or take over temples where
local gods once stood, and build churches in their
place. A British engineer travelling with us
remarked how wrong it was for the Christian
church to do that, wiping out these local pagan
religions. At that particular moment we were
visiting a temple that had been used for human
sacrifice for hundreds of years until the Church
arrived. I asked him “So you’re saying it’s wrong
that this temple with its practice of human
sacrifice was stopped?” He agreed it wasn’t. And
this highlights an important point: many cultural
practices can be preserved, but like the violent Waodani people, some cultural practices need
transformation.
Is Christian mission good for Latin America? When it proceeds through humble suffering, and
heals the hurting, following Jesus, it seems to me the answer must be ‘yes’. Thanks Dietmar.
+++

ASIA: Incarnation among the Chinese (Dietmar Hutmächer)
Good Morning Congregation,
As we prepared for this Logos talk, I was very
keen to share about mission in Singapore and
China, based on personal experience. As you
might recall from one of the previous services,
my family and I lived in Singapore for more then 8
years before moving to Brisbane in 2007. I
served on the mission committee at Fairfield
Methodist Church, which is located in the heart
of China town in Singapore. This church meets in
a former cinema and is literally surrounded by
more then 20 Buddhist and Hindu temples as well
as a mosque. As we arrived at Fairfield Methodist
church, we very warmly embraced by the congregation. You might think that this is normal,
however, we very literally the only Western members of the church.
So, why share about Fairfield? Simple: Fairfield Church’s primary mission was reaching out to
Chinatown.
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Singapore's Chinatown has an historically
concentrated ethnic Chinese population. What
most people do not know is that in Chinatown you
have a very large number of old people without
any family member alive who came from China 60
to 70 years ago. Often, these ‘orphaned’ people
live lonely and isolated lives in those high-rise
apartment buildings, which you see here on the
screen, so called “HDB’s”.
Fairfield Methodist was the first church in
Singapore that decided to reach out to this
somehow forgotten or even out-cast community. We did this by following the principles
Jesus taught us in Luke 10. We never set out purely to preach the gospel and evangelize the
residents. As you have heard from Brendan, “Mission has its origin in the heart of God. God is
our never stopping fountain of love.” Following Latin American models of Liberation Theology,
we wanted to speak with and for the poor and oppressed. Hence, more then 50 of the
church’s cell groups faithfully visited them every second week after the morning service in
their HDB flats – on their turf; we talked to them, asked for their medical needs, prepared
meals and ate with them; we even cleaned their apartments. We felt like Jesus’ disciples in
Luke 10. This is ‘incarnation’, entering in, love taking on flesh and working alongside people as
worthy of respect.
Soon enough we realized that the medical and
psychological needs were overwhelming; the
Singapore Government did not to attend to those
issues. Because of the lack of community
services, Fairfield church established the “Yong
Earn Care Centre”. Hundreds of church volunteers
served the poor and the homeless during daytime
and evenings. At the beginning, the people in
Chinatown were kind of hostile towards our
church activities. However, after receiving so
much practical love, Yong Earn Care Centre was
well accepted in a short time. As a church we
simply followed the model Jesus set: “You shall love your neighbour as yourself. There is no
other commandment greater than this" (Mark 12:28-31) … and over time we won their trust,
respect and friendship. This built bridges to share the gospel. And they wanted to know!
Many of those elderly folks came to Christ and are still part of Fairfield church today. The
Mandarin service, and Cantonese and Hokien Service have overtaken the English-speaking
congregation in numbers. This is an amazing story, and I happened to be part of it.
Well, that’s China abroad … most Singaporeans come from Chinese heritage. But what about
Christian mission in China itself?
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You may not know that Christian mission in China
is not a new thing. It traces back to St. Thomas
in the first century who died there, and advances
with the Italian missionary Matteo Ricci in the 16th
Century. The Jesuits served the Chinese
intellectuals and elites, bringing the fruit of
scientific discovery to their shores. But perhaps
most instructive is a case study of China’s most
famous missionary, Hudson Taylor.

In 1839 the Qing government, after a decade of
unsuccessful anti-opium campaigns, adopted
drastic laws against this drug trade—a trade
driven by British drug use. The emperor seized
illegal stocks of opium owned by Chinese dealers
and then detained the entire foreign community;
the Chinese government confiscated and
destroyed some 20,000 chests of illicit British
opium. The British retaliated, thus starting the
first Anglo-Chinese war, better known as the
Opium War (1839-42).
After 1839, a series of military defeats by Britain, France and other Western powers forced
China to pay heavy indemnities, opening the country to foreign merchants and missionaries.
Due to the military and economic domination and interests of the Western colonial powers,
many missions were tainted from the beginning. Far from Luke 10, Christian mission was
brought into disrepute. Only a few missionaries were courageous enough to separate their
work from empire building.
A great example is Hudson Taylor. He started
the Inland Mission in China without being
manipulated by the British Colonial Power
Breakers. In 1865 James Hudson Taylor caught
the vision of entering the inland provinces of
China, away from military protection, established
the China Inland Mission, now OMF International.
He learned the language, ate local cuisine, dressed
as they did, and lived among them in community.
As he demonstrated Christ’s love within Chinese
culture, people responded to the gospel and
became truly Chinese Christians. They were
constantly in danger—losing 58 missionaries and 21 children in the Boxer Rebellion. Yet these
missionaries moved into each province and city, spreading the good news as they went. CIM
became the largest mission in China at the time, making headway even as other colonial
mission movements were expelled. As Hudson Taylor said, “God’s work done in God’s way will
never lack God’s supply.”
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Based on Hudson Taylor’s missionary work, Christianity did stay alive over the next century. In
the 20th century patriotic and upright Christians aspired to separate China's Christianity from
the control of the Western Mission Board, launching the independent Christian movement and
advocating the establishment of a church by Chinese Christians.
When all missionaries were expelled from China
by the Communist Party in 1949, Western
Christians feared Christianity would die. Yet
Christianity was now Chinese, and indigenous
evangelists like John Sung saw more converts
than Hudson Taylor could have ever dreamed.
As a result since 1949, indigenous Chinese
Christianity has been growing at a rate
unparalleled in history. Nicholas D. Kristof, a
columnist of the New York Times wrote in 2007,
“Although China bans foreign missionaries and
sometimes harasses and imprisons Christians, especially in rural areas, Christianity is booming in
China." Most of the growth has taken place in the unofficial Chinese house church movement.
Today at least 10 percent of Chinese are Christian … and as Pastor Thong likes to highlight, it is
no longer “One more Christian, one less Chinese” … but now, even government officials say
“One more Christian, one better Chinese citizen.” Christian mission has truly blessed China,
confronting human rights issues, working toward freedom, and bringing change from within,
often from below. House church leaders under intense persecution have witnessed by their
sacrificial love to share this good news with anyone who will listen!
Church before I hand over to Tammy I like to cite
the greatest Chinese philosopher CONFUCIUS
I hear and forget
I see and I remember
I do and I understand
Christian mission is good for the world when it is
incarnational, not just speaking foreign words,
which people forget, but embodying Jesus’ love in
local forms, which people see and remember. We
must work alongside those we serve, as equals. Today the Chinese people do and understand
what Jesus teaches us in Luke 10 and in turn are blessing the western world.
+++
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AFRICA: Holistic Kingdom Marrying Good Deeds and Good Words (Tammy White)
Brendan and Di have shown us the positive
impact that missions have had in both South
America and China. But I want to take you to a
modern region of missions: Africa. With over 54
countries and 1 billion people, Africa is a big place
with huge needs. So let’s see how Christian
mission has served the people.
Now for some of you, when you think of mission
and Africa, images of forced slavery, civil wars,
and colonial plundering come to mind. Thinking
back to the first presence of missionaries from
the Dutch reformed church in the 1600’s, they
were overlooked by the Dutch East India Trading Company. In the 1700’s, over 100,000
slaves were ripped from Africa in one year alone. Fast forward to the, 1800’s, colonialists and
missionaries were intertwined, the kingdom of God came on the back of force used to expand
colonial control. What you may not know, is that for each story of oppression, there were
Christians fighting the injustice on the frontline. In modern times, though, Christians have used
their faith to promote gender segregation and racial hatred in Southern Africa, linked to the
apartheid movement. Today, Africa suffers greatly from ongoing war, poverty, illiteracy, and
exploitation. The prosperity Gospel is rife: promises of health and wealth to the poor are
empty words without action.
It is undoubtedly a region of the world that has suffered, and continues to suffer greatly under
Western imperialism. But looking back over the history of missions in Africa, have Christian
missionaries helped the people across this region?
In Luke 10, we find a framework to bring holistic
change: “Heal the sick who are there and tell
them, ‘The kingdom of God is near you.’” Holistic
healing comes when people experience physical,
emotional and spiritual healing. Holistic healing
isn’t about words alone—promises of heaven
when you die. Rather it is about love in action.
Heal, then tell them about the kingdom.
Today, many Christians are committed to this
calling across Africa. Let’s look at just two.
First let’s drop in to Northern Uganda in a region
called Kitgum. Twenty years ago, a woman from
Sydney decided it was time for a change. In 1991,
Irene Gleeson sold everything, bought a caravan
and moved to Northern Uganda. She literally
drove her caravan across Uganda, parked one
day and started teaching 50 of local children
under a mango tree.
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Today, her mango-tree ministry is Childcare
Kitgum Servants who provide FREE primary
education to 8000 kids. If you missed that, let me
say that again. CKS provide FREE primary school
education to over 8000 children, and free
vocational training to 1500 students. They also run
a medical clinic for malnourished children, and
Gloryland Junction Hospice for AIDS victims and
infant orphans. Are they partnering to bring healing
and restoration to a nation? Absolutely. Do they
share their faith? Openly. Kitgum runs a Christian
radio station and share about Jesus in their
schools. This is anything but oppression, hatred, and control.
Now, let’s skip north-east to Ethiopia, and drop in
on a hospital by the river. Many of you may be
familiar with the life and work of Dr Catherine
Hamlin, but for those of you who are not, we’ll
wind back the clock. In 1959, Catherine moved to
Ethiopia with her late husband and they thought
that they would only stay a little while. But when
Catherine moved to Ethiopia forty years ago, she
had one simple mission: heal the sick. As a trained
obstetrician and gynaecologist, it didn’t take long
for her to realise that there was a nationwide need.
Outcast women suffered from a treatable, medical
condition, fistulas, needing physical, spiritual and emotional healing. Fistulas develop from
obstructed childbirth and have not been seen in the west since the 1920’s. Catherine is now
aged 84 and the hospital still serves to bring physical, emotional and spiritual restoration. The
kingdom of God is openly a part of this process.
[VIDEO CLIP 2 (1 MIN 45 SEC) – Catherine Hamlin}
In the small group discussion materials, you’ll find more stories, like the work of the Mercy
Ships, taking free health care to thousands who have no other options, all on a mobile hospital
that has docked at hundreds of ports since 1978.
+++
Mercy Ships was started by Don Stephens in 1978 after he and his wife Deyon had a son who
was born with disabilities. From the challenges they faced raising their son, they wanted to
find a way to provide health care for the most vulnerable. Fresh from their personal experience
and with a burning vision, Don and Deyon started Mercy Ships so that they could take free
health care to the vulnerable across all the nations. Since 1978, these ships have docked at
hundreds of ports around the world providing free medical health care to those who
otherwise would not receive it. In 2007, Africa Mercy was launched and it now provides free
health care services along the West African coast. Africa Mercy is state of the art, carrying a
crew of 450, running 7 operating theatres, an ICU, recovery room, and carries latest medical
equipment to perform life-saving and life changing operations.
+++
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But I’ll let an ardent atheist make the point for me.
Matthew Parris is an award winning journalist with
the Times Online. He grew up in Africa, seeing
the good and bad of missions. Yet from these
experiences, he wrote an editorial piece entitled
“As an atheist, I truly believe Africa needs God.”
He explains:
“Now a confirmed atheist, I've become convinced
of the enormous contribution that Christian
evangelism makes in Africa: sharply distinct from
the work of secular NGOs, government projects
and international aid efforts. These alone will not
do. Education and training alone will not do. In Africa Christianity changes people's hearts. It
brings a spiritual transformation. The rebirth is real. The change is good. … Removing Christian
evangelism from the African equation may leave the continent at the mercy of a malign fusion
of Nike, the witch doctor, the mobile phone and the machete.”
Parris gets it: deeds alone are not enough. Africa needs the two married together: holistic
healing and announcing God’s Kingdom. Christian mission is good for Africa, and good for the
world, when good deeds precede good words. When people experience freedom as the
Kingdom of God draws near, they want to hear the gospel so they too can connect with this
Jesus who brings life and life to the full.

SENT: Our Response to Christian Mission (Tammy cont.)
Today we have explored the question of
whether Christian mission has been good for the
world. We have gone back to the sending of the
72 to see how Jesus intended missions to be.
We’ve travelled across three regions of the
world to see what modern missions are doing.
Over history, have missionaries made mistakes?
Unquestionably. The church in spreading the
gospel has made many tragic and terrible errors.
For these mistakes, we are sorry.
But what we don’t want to do is to throw out the baby with the bath water; to condemn all
missions as bad simply because some have been. People make mistakes and do wrong. Let’s
look at families. Do they make mistakes? Yup. But would we get rid of them. Never. Similarly
the church has made mistakes and has done serious damage at times, but this doesn’t mean
the world would be better if the church ceased to exist. Rather Christians need to learn from
the past and again live out Christ’s model in Luke 10.
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That is, CHRISTIAN MISSION IS GOOD FOR THE
WORLD WHEN it advances with humility and
suffering to bring peace. It is when … it adopts
local forms, bringing out the best in any culture. It
is when it marries good deeds with good words.
Taken together, Christian mission is good for the
world when it looks like Jesus, and is a loving
witness to the Kingdom of God.
Imagine Latin America, Asia, and Africa WITHOUT
Christian Mission. That would mean no World
Vision; no Kitgum providing education to 10 000
people; no Catherine Hamlin treating women with
fistulas, no Fairfield Church in Singapore supporting the rejected, and no medical care to the
vulnerable in South America. All the health care, support of weak, advocacy, and workers for
justice—gone. Do you honestly believe that the world would be better without all this?
Sceptics of missions might say at this point,
“Okay, fair enough, Christian mission has done
some good for the world. But how about they
just keep doing the good work and serving the
people, but leave Jesus out of the equation. Just
love and serve, but don’t preach.”
Again, Matthew Parris responds:
“Education and training alone will not do. …
Christianity changes people's hearts. … The rebirth
is real. The change is good. ….Christianity… with its
teaching of a direct, personal, two-way link
between the individual and God, unmediated by the collective, and unsubordinate to any other
human being, smashes straight through. ... That is why and how it liberates.”
The true gospel Jesus was about—the Kingdom of God—has undoubtedly brought healing to
the world. We have made mistakes, but if asked whether Christian mission been good for the
world, I believe the answer is an emphatic “Yes!” Whether preserving indigenous language and
history in Australia, or serving in the jungles of South America, the HDB’s of Singapore or the
plains of Ethiopia, the legacy of Christian mission is positive and real. The tireless work of
Christians, serving and suffering for the people, has been a global force for good.
For some of you here tonight, you may have questions or objections to Christian mission and
feel that we haven’t even touched on those. If so, I would like to invite you along to a panel
discussion with the Logos team after the 5 pm service tonight—all questions and comments
are welcome.
We hope that from today, you will have seen the impact of Christians walking in the shoes of
Jesus, all around the world. Lives and nations are being transformed because of his love.
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Before we finish today, I want to bring back our
discussion on mission to the who of missions:
Jesus. Mission starts with a personal embrace of
the good news of the gospel: when have gotten
a hold of God’s heart and want others to get it
to. It all starts from our personal relationship with
Jesus.
I am conscious that we have two audiences here
today. As Christians, we are to seek God’s heart
and serve people in the mission field. We are a
missional Church. God sends us … maybe through
Directions performing musicals in Thailand’s
prisons, the Tour of Hope raising $70,000
through cycling for Africa, or Pastor Thong mentoring Pastors in Egypt, Turkey and Borneo.
The church is going; are you are going? If you are feeling called to go on mission, then pray
and seek God as to what this means for you.
But perhaps you are visiting or new to KBC
today and would like to know more about Jesus
who we serve. If so, please stay behind for the
panel discussion and continue that search. The
Good news is that Christ transforms the world,
but he does it one life at a time. I have personally
experienced the transformation of Christ and so I
would love to pray with you.
*Finish with a prayer*

+++

For Discussion
1. What impacted you most in this talk? And how would you respond if asked “Is Christian
mission good for the world?”
2. Is ‘evangelism’ for any belief valid? Why or why not?
3. As a growth group, watch the classic 1986 movie “The Mission” (still available from most DVD
stores). This true story unpacks the 1750s tensions between Jesuit missionaries working with
the people, and the colonial and Church powers fighting over land. Where does each group
succeed and fail in light of Luke 10?
4. Consider a ‘mission’ experience connected with KBC. What was most, and least, helpful for
those you served? What legitimate criticisms might people make of what this mission did?
And how could you modify this mission in light of Luke 10 to genuinely bless others?
5. Think on the three principles drawn from mission to Latin America, Asia, and Africa: Christian
mission is good for the world when … it advances with humility and suffering to bring peace; it
adopts local forms, bringing out the best in any culture; and it marries good deeds with good
words. What might this look like in contemporary mission to Australian Aborigines?
6. Seek God about how you might be more missions engaged, sent to help heal the world.
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SENT: Is Christian Mission
Good for the World?
RESOURCES TO DIG DEEPER
Tight on time? … If you’ll read only one book, check out this punchy but lucid reflection on how Christian
mission should work in light of post-colonial critiques. A book summary follows in these notes …
Bauckham, Richard. Bible and Mission: Christian Witness in a Postmodern World. Grand Rapids, MI: Baker
Academic, 2003.

For a second and third broad-sweeping book responding to Christianity’s bad history, see …
D'Souza, Dinesh. What's so Great About Christianity Study Guide: Your Guide to Answering the New Atheists. Carol
Stream, IL: Tyndale House Publishers, 2009.
Stark, Rodney. God's Battalions: The Case for the Crusades. New York: HarperOne, 2009.

Or, if you want some solid history on how Christianity rose to prominence and subsequently blessed the
world, check out …
Schmidt, Alvin J. Under the Influence: How Christianity Transformed Civilization. Grand Rapids, MI:
ZondervanPublishingHouse, 2001.
Stark, Rodney. For the Glory of God: How Monotheism Led to Reformations, Science, Witch-Hunts, and the End of
Slavery. Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2003.
Stark, Rodney. The Rise of Christianity: A Sociologist Reconsiders History. Princeton, NJ: Princeton Univ. Press,
1996.

A collection of articles used by Logos as pre-talk reading (including a great mp3 from Tim Keller on Luke 10,
called “Messengers”) can be accessed online from …
http://www.mediafire.com/?irvp0by3pa5qj

There are great DVDs really worth watching to explore these issues at a more gut level. Watch …
The Mission (1986) … an award winning movie exploring the true story of Jesuits protecting tribes in the
South American jungles in the 1750s, uprooted by both church and state grabbing for power.
Molokai (1999) … The true story of the 19th century priest who volunteered to go to the island of
Molokai, to console and care for the lepers.
Beyond the Gates of Splendor (2002) … A beautifully crafted documentary about five young missionaries
martyred by a savage tribe of Indians in the mid 1950s and the heroic reconciliation following.
End of the Spear (2005) … the movie version of the above true story

Finally, a helpful primer Dave Benson wrote on “A Theology for the 21st Century of the Church in Mission and
Evangelism” can be accessed online from …
http://issuu.com/nikanddaveabroad/docs/evangelism-mission-theology
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Additional Sources Used to Research this Topic
Arias, Mortimer. Announcing the Reign of God: Evangelization and the Subversive Memory of Jesus. Philadelphia:
Fortress Press, 1984.
Bosch, David Jacobus. Transforming Mission: Paradigm Shifts in Theology of Mission. Maryknoll, N.Y.: Orbis Books,
1991.
Coleman, Robert Emerson. Master Plan of Evangelism. Grand Rapids, Mich: Revell, 2010.
Elphick, Richard, and T. R. H. Davenport. Christianity in South Africa: A Political, Social, and Cultural History.
Berkeley, Calif: University of California Press, 1997.
Guder, Darrell L., and Lois Barrett. Missional Church: A Vision for the Sending of the Church in North America.
Grand Rapids, Mich: W.B. Eerdmans Pub, 1998.
Jones, E. Stanley. The Unshakable Kingdom and the Unchanging Person. Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1972.
Newbigin, Lesslie. Foolishness to the Greeks: The Gospel and Western Culture. Grand Rapids, Mich: W.B. Eerdmans
Pub. Co, 1987.
Newbigin, Lesslie. The Gospel in a Pluralist Society. London: SPCK, 2004.
Newbigin, Lesslie. The Open Secret: An Introduction to the Theology of Mission. Grand Rapids, Mich: W.B.
Eerdmans, 1995.
Sanneh, Lamin O. Christianity Appropriated: Reflections on Chronology, Conversion and the Intercultural Process.
Cambridge: Currents in World Christianity Incorporating the North Atlantic Missiology Project, 1998.
Sanneh, Lamin O. Whose Religion Is Christianity?: The Gospel Beyond the West. Grand Rapids, Mich: W.B.
Eerdmans Pub, 2003.
Shelley, Bruce L. Church History in Plain Language, 3d ed. Nashville, Tenn: Thomas Nelson, 2008.
Sider, Ronald J., Philip N. Olson, and Heidi Rolland Unruh. Churches That Make a Difference: Reaching Your
Community with Good News and Good Works. Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Books, 2002.
Strobel, Lee. The Case for Faith. Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 2006.
Van Engen, Charles. God's Missionary People: Rethinking the Purpose of the Local Church. Grand Rapids, Mich:
Baker Book House, 2001.
Walls, Andrew F. The Cross-Cultural Process in Christian History: Studies in the Transmission and Appropriation of
Faith. Maryknoll, N.Y.: Orbis Books, 2002.
Walls, Andrew F. The Missionary Movement in Christian History: Studies in the Transmission of Faith. Maryknoll,
N.Y.: Orbis Books, 1996.
West, Gerald O., and Musa W. Dube Shomanah. The Bible in Africa: Transactions, Trajectories, and Trends. Leiden:
Brill, 2000.
http://africamissions.org/africa/agencies.html ... List of Christian agencies working in Africa
http://www.missionary-blogs.com/christian-missionary-to-africa.html ... As above
http://www.mercyships.org.au/images-and-video.php
http://www.youtube.com/user/mercyshipsvideos
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Thought Provokers: Stuff to Shape Your Understanding of Christian Mission
The Dark Side of Church History: Crusades, Inquisitions and Witch Trials3
There is no disputing that there are aspects of church history that are troubling, to say the least:
religious wars; suppression of individual rights through the endorsement of slavery; exploitation of
native cultures by “missionaries”; and anti-Semitism, to name just a few.
Christians see these as anomalies in an otherwise positive institution. Critics and sceptics, however,
often point to incidents such as the Crusades, the Spanish Inquisition, and the Salem Witch Trials as
illustrating that Jesus’ followers are guilty of unforgivable intolerance and arrogance, illustrative of a
deeper problem: Christianity is tainted to its core by a power-hungry desire to impose its will on
others—through violence and exploitation if necessary.
How do we respond to these accusations? Is there any merit to them? In this fact-sheet, the Logos
team will address three of the most commonly cited blots on Christian history that are regularly paraded
as examples that Christianity is bad for the world—the Crusades, the Spanish Inquisition and the Salem
Witch Trials.

The Crusades: Christian Imperialism or Just War?
The First Crusade was launched by Pope Urban II in 1095, when he gave a
famous sermon at Clermont where he read a letter from Christians in the Holy
Land, asking for help in the face of the torture of pilgrims and the desecration of
Christian holy places. The Crowd responded with the famous (or infamous) shout
“God wills it!” The Crusades continued until the loss of the last Christian
stronghold in the Holy Land (a town called Acre) in 1291. Jerusalem itself was in
Muslim hands from 1197.
It is commonplace for modern historians to depict the Crusades as the first,
extremely bloody, chapter in European colonialism, an attempt by the Church to
convert the Muslim world by the sword (a Christian jihad), and a ploy to gain
money and power at the expense of Muslim lives.
While the Crusades commence with Pope Urban II’s sermon, they occur
against a backdrop of hundreds of years of aggressive, invasive warfare by the
Muslim Empire against the Christian provinces in North Africa, Egypt, Palestine
and Syria. At the time, most believed the Crusades were justified because the
Muslims had invaded Christian lands and abused the Christians who lived there.
When the Pope called upon Christian knights to go to the Hoy Land and retrieve Jerusalem from the Muslims
who were occupying it at the time, they thought they were doing something magnificent for Christ. But in the
decades that followed, tremendous bloodshed ensued. During the Crusades people did things in the name of
Christ that were anything but Christ-like.
Critics and sceptics look at the bloodshed that occurred throughout the Crusades, alongside Jesus’ teachings on
loving your enemy and turning the other cheek, and not surprisingly struggle to reconcile the two—and when it
can’t be done, they accuse the Church of hypocrisy.
There are two important things that the critics overlook. First, cultures change. We cannot measure medieval
warfare that occurred during the Crusades by modern standards. The simple truth is that the knights and nobility
of the 10th century and thereabouts were very bloody-minded. They were raised since infancy to devote
themselves to fighting. They were very sinful. Yet they were also very religious.
The fact that these things can be combined strikes the modern mind as bizarre. But that was the way they
were. They would commit a horrid crime, and their confessor would send them on a pilgrimage to the Holy Land
in the hopes that would earn atonement.
3

Key references for this fact sheet are cited at the end.
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That’s not what Jesus taught about atonement or salvation. And even from the start of the Crusades, some
Christians repudiated the theology that going on a Crusade earned forgiveness for one’s sins. The Crusades were
denounced by some within the Church throughout their entire duration. When later Popes attempted to garner
support for Crusades, they failed, in part because of the genuine discrepancy between authentic Christianity and
the reports of what past Crusades had actually been like.
This brings us to the second thing the critics overlook: there is a distinction between cultural Christianity and
authentic Christianity. (Just consider Anders Breivik’s ‘secular Christianity’ and his ‘Knights Templar’ to reclaim
Europe, resulting in the Norwegian massacre of 2011.4) Just because a person attends a church service, doesn’t
necessarily mean he or she is a follower of Jesus. Likewise, just because a “Christian” nation undertakes some
action, it doesn’t necessarily follow that it is a ‘Christian’ act. We can see this clearly in our modern society; many
of the laws made in the US and Australia—supposedly Christian nations—have little, if anything, to do with the
teachings of Jesus.
Terrible things happened during the Crusades, things that were totally contrary to the teaching of the one the
crusaders were supposedly following. When we consider the Crusades, it’s not Jesus’ teachings that are at fault:
it’s the actions of those who, for whatever reason, greatly strayed from what He clearly taught, that we are to
love our enemies. We need to draw a distinction between things done in the name of Christ, and those things that
really represent Jesus’ teachings.

The Inquisition: Separating Myth from Fact
The popular notion of the Inquisition is that of a monstrous tyranny spanning the centuries, bent on
eliminating heresy wherever it was found, torturing people for confessions and condemning them to
being burnt at the stake. It is often claimed that hundreds of thousands or even millions of unfortunates
died at the hands of the Catholic Church in this fashion, and that Jews and Protestant reformers were
particular targets.
Historians have known for some time that this view of the Inquisition is exaggerated. Archives are
available, and a number of books have been published by historians in recent years that correct the
record.
What was the Inquisition? Inquisitions were church tribunals instituted by the Catholic Church
(usually in conjunction with the State) to combat heresy, although their remit was eventually broadened
to other offences. They were concerned primarily with baptised Catholics. Inquisitions could use torture
to obtain confessions, and handed unrepentant heretics over to secular authorities to be sentenced.
There were actually a number of inquisitions – the Medieval Inquisition, from 1184 to 1500s; the
Spanish Inquisition, from 1478-1800s; the Portuguese Inquisition from 1536-1800s; and the Roman
Inquisition, from about 1588 to 1800s.
The Spanish Inquisition is the most notorious of these. It was actually established and controlled by
the Spanish monarchy working with the church and concentrated on conversos – Muslims or Jews who
had converted to Catholicism and who were suspected of maintaining their old religious practices. In
1492 the Spanish monarchy expelled Jews from Spain, and many converted to Catholicism to avoid
expulsion.
So was the Spanish Inquisition really as genocidal as some claim? It turns out approximately 5,000
executions were carried out during the 350 years of the Spanish Inquisition, or perhaps 150 a year. Not
insignificant, but certainly not genocide. Most people accused of heresy were acquitted or had their
sentences suspended. Yes, torture was used in a small percentage of trials, but the use of torture was
routine throughout Europe at the time. Inquisition trials were fairer and more lenient than secular trials.
It should be noted too that capital punishment was very widely used during this period for a broad
range of offences.
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Up until 1530, Protestant reformers were not targeted by the inquisitions, because Protestants did
not exist until this period. There were very few Protestants in Spain, so few Protestants were affected.
The Roman Inquisition targeted Protestants in Italy more deliberately, which resulted in most Italian
reformers leaving Italy.
We should never attempt to minimise past wrongs committed by the church. It is abhorrent and
deeply regrettable that anyone was tortured and executed with church involvement. However we
should also endeavour to have an accurate picture of the historical context and try to separate truth
from exaggeration.

Witch-Hunts: Separating Myth from Fact
Most people have heard of the witch trials in Salem, New England, in the 17th century, made popular
by Arthur Miller's The Crucible. They may have also heard of the witch-hunts in Europe, and claims of 9
million witches burned during this period. What are the facts behind this notorious period in history?
Punishment for sorcery or witchcraft has been in laws since the Code of Hammurabi almost 4000
years ago. Exodus 22:18 prescribes the death penalty for witches, and there are records of persecution
of witches in the Roman Empire.
During the Middle Ages (from 500-1450) there were various secular laws in Europe against
witchcraft, but little persecution. Charlemagne outlawed witch-burnings, and the church denied the
reality of witchcraft, resulting in few witch-hunts. But by the end of the Middle Ages, belief in witches
became widespread, and the Spanish Inquisition became involved. It only played a small role and its
sceptical attitude kept witch trials to a minimum. It is estimated that the Spanish Inquisition was
responsible for perhaps 50 executions for witchcraft over its duration, one of the lowest tolls for any
nation during the witch-hunt era.
It was unfortunate that the Malleus Maleficarum, an infamous treatise on witches, was written by an
Inquisitor, Heinrich Kramer, and published in Germany in 1487. Kramer and his treatise were quickly
disowned by the Inquisition, but it quickly spread through Europe courtesy of the recently invented
printing press. The Malleus Maleficarum was a significant factor in the spread of the witch-hunt craze
throughout Europe and beyond in the 15th and 16th centuries. Other contributing factors were the
keenness of the Protestant reformers to persecute witches, and a rise in superstition among the
population during this period.
The peak of the European witch trials was between 1580 and 1630. Large witch trials were held in
Germany, resulting in mass executions of accused witches. Other trials took place in France, Austria,
Switzerland, England, Scotland, Finland, Sweden and parts of Eastern Europe. Most trials were in secular
courts. The most respected contemporary historians on the matter claim that roughly 50,000 witches
were executed in this period, with perhaps 15% of these being men.
Witch hysteria also spread to the Americas, with a New England witch-hunt from 1645-1663,
followed by the infamous Salem witch trials in 1692-93, although fewer than 25 people were actually
executed.
The witch-hunt frenzy gradually died down during the 18th century, and the last person executed for
witchcraft in Europe was in Switzerland in 1782.
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How responsible was Christianity for the witch-hunts? Contrary to common belief, the Inquisition was
actually a strong restraining influence on witch-hunts, and few witches died when the church was at the
height of its power. There's little doubt that religious beliefs contributed to the hysteria, but at the time
most people believed in witchcraft. The church itself tried few witches and executed almost none—
secular courts were primarily responsible for witch trials and executions.
________
Behringer, Wolfgang. Witches and Witch-Hunts: A Global History. Cambridge, UK: Polity Press, 2004.
Kamen, Henry. The Spanish Inquisition: An Historical Revision. London: Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 1997.
Kamen, Henry. The Myth of the Spanish Inquisition. 1994. (Timewatch series, BBC).
Peters, Edward. Inquisition. New York: Free Press, 1988.
Stark, Rodney. God's Battalions: The Case for the Crusades. New York: HarperOne, 2009.
See also Fyodor Dostoyevsky’s The Brothers Karamazov, chapter entitled “The Grand Inquisitor”.
Available online at www.mtholyoke.edu/acad/intrel/pol116/grand.htm.
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On Missions, Missionaries, and Proselytizing … by Ben Edsall
http://wonderingfair.com/2011/08/05/on-missions-missionaries-and-proselytizing/
Again, if God, like Jupiter in the comedy, should, on awaking from a lengthened slumber, desire to
rescue the human race from evil, why did He send this Spirit of which you speak into one corner (of
the earth)? He ought to have breathed it alike into many bodies, and have sent them out into all the
world.[1]
The above quotation is from one of Christianity’s
earliest and most stringent critics, the 2nd century
philosopher named Celsus. His irritation with
Christianity is more than evident here: how could
such a backwater sect make claims to revelation of
universal importance? Such claims were only
more audacious in Celsus’ eyes because he
considered Christianity to be composed entirely of
anti-intellectual simpletons who preyed on the
weak.[2] I’m not sure some of Christianity’s
contemporary critics have moved away this
position.
In fact, the notion that one group of people can
claim to be the sole possessors of an important
universal truth has remained odious in the eyes of those on the outside of that group and, if anything,
has only increased as our society becomes more diverse and so many religious and cultural traditions
live, quite literally, side by side. How arrogant, some exclaim, does someone need to be to claim that
they have the absolute truth about God and reality. Christian missionaries are regularly portrayed in a
negative light, with critics pointing out the fact that cultural triumphalism and imperial motivations
often accompanied European missionaries in the early modern period. Indeed, the many stories of
disastrous “missions” to South and Central America that involved the Conquistadors are well known and
terribly sad. One might also mention heinous acts like the forced “Christianization” (which really just
meant “Westernization”) of Aboriginals in Australia or Native Americans in North America. All these
things are true, and they are truly heartbreaking.
However, even when mistakes and atrocities are admitted and
we Christians backpedal as fast as possible from arrogant
presentations of our religious views, it remains the case that
Christianity is, at its root, a missionary religion. In Matthew
28:19-20, Jesus says to his disciples “Go and make disciples of all
nations.” The earliest Christian writings that we have come from
a pioneering missionary and pastor, Paul the Apostle. Within
about 300 years or so of its founding, Christianity spread from
provincial Judaea to become the national religion of Rome, the
world power at the time, thanks to a controversial move by
Emperor Constantine. It soon spread from Rome to the various
tribal groups in Western Europe and, by the time Islam arose in
the 7th century, Christianity stretched from Ireland, down into
Africa, to the Arabian Peninsula and beyond.
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In more recent times, some Christian groups have tried to formulate a more nuanced and charitable
position towards other religious views. For example, some propose the idea that people might be
“Christians” without really knowing it.[3] Such efforts at charitable inter-religious dialogue are a
relatively recent phenomenon, though I certainly think they are good. However, as offensive as it might
seem to those who are not Christians, it remains the case that Christianity proclaims that there was a
certain Jewish man named Jesus who was more than he seemed: he was the one God himself who
condescended to become human with us in order to save us from ourselves, death, and destruction. It
declares that God is the only living and true God [4] and that being “in Christ” is the only way to be
reconciled with God in spite of our sinful nature.[5]
Be that as it may, to anyone reading this who are not
Christians, please know that even if you find it absurd
that some person you meet tries to share their
Christian beliefs with you, it is done because they care
about you.[6] As comedian Penn Jillette, an avowed
atheist, asked, “how much do you have hate
somebody to believe that everlasting life is possible,
and not tell them that.” If anything, take your friend’s
proselytizing efforts as a sign of affection, they love
you enough to share the source of all love with you.
Ben Edsall
________________________
[1] Quoted by Origen in Contra Celsum 6.78. A handy set of excerpts containing Celsus’ comments can
be found here.
[2] See Origen’s Contra Celsum 3.44, 55, 59, etc.
[3] This has cropped up, for example, is such different places as the (Catholic) Vatican II council and in
(Protestant) C.S. Lewis’ Narnia series.
[4] See for example 1 Thessalonians 1:9-10.
[5] See John 15:1-5. Of course, this blog post is a highly compressed account and precisely what it means
to be “in Christ” is difficult to define.
[6] I admit that sometimes this is not the case and that people present Christianity in order to bolster
their own pride or feel good about themselves. I don’t condone this but I prefer to give people the
benefit of the doubt, hence my positive account here.
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A Contemporary Snapshot of Global Mission
… from WORLDNEWS, Bridgeway Publications 16 August 2011
Sudan’s spite
On 9 July 2011, following a well ordered internationally monitored process, South Sudan became an
independent nation, officially breaking away from Sudan in the north. Just four days later, Sudan’s
parliament in Khartoum passed a law that stripped citizenship from over a million South Sudanese who
live in the north, many of whom have lived there all their lives. The government also sacked all its
southern employees and has taken steps to force private sector companies to do the same. From now
on South Sudanese in the north will be treated as foreigners, needing residency and work permits.
(Northerners in South Sudan will be allowed to hold dual citizenship.) Sudan’s President, already wanted
in The Hague for crimes against humanity, stated he will make Islamic sharia the main source of law.
Meanwhile, elsewhere in Sudan, three mass graves holding thousands of corpses have been found.
Those buried there are believed to be Christians, victims of the Nuba genocide.

Chaotic Karachi
Karachi, the largest city in Pakistan and tenth largest in the world, is a chaotic place well known for interethnic conflicts, kidnappings, violent crimes and widespread drug addiction. It has six ‘people groups’
numbering more than a million (Pashtun, Sindhi, Baloch, Punjabi, Bengali and Mohajirs) and nine more
of over 100,000. Of all these groups, only three have missionaries focused on reaching them. As the
business and economic centre of the country, Karachi is a relatively easy place for foreigners to work. It
is strategic for impacting Pakistan with the gospel.

Rwanda: churches, widows, orphans
The Catholic Church, though Rwanda’s majority denomination, lost much credibility by failing to speak
against the ethnic hatred that led to the genocide of the mid-1990s. While many Catholics, including
priests and nuns, laid down their lives to protect the innocent, others did nothing and even connived
with the perpetrators. Many people became disillusioned with Catholicism, though there are signs that
the church is seeking renewal.
Protestants grew rapidly in the aftermath of the massacres, mainly through evangelism, aid programs,
ministry to the traumatized and a message of hope for all. But Muslims also have increased, inheriting
some of the disillusioned. They account for less than 5% of the population, but engage in widespread
mosque building, aid activity and education programs. Christians have so far done little to reach them
with the gospel.
Women in general are still at risk. Many were widowed by the genocide, and others are effectively
widowed as their husbands languish in prison. Between 100,000 and 250,000 women were raped, a
systematic use of terror that left nearly half the victims HIV-positive, psychologically traumatized and
socially stigmatized. Having less education and less opportunity for work, many women fall into, or are
forced into, prostitution.
Orphans from genocide, war and AIDS number up to 900,000, which represents 30% of all Rwandan
children. There are over 30,000 child-led households caring for 100,000. They are highly vulnerable to
exploitation. Three-quarters of these orphans say they have no friends and many feel that life is
meaningless. They present a great challenge to the church.
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A good life in Sweden
Like many countries of the Western world, Sweden enjoys the benefits of a good public welfare system and a
prosperous way of life. It has also been an attractive destination for migrants, firstly from countries of the former
Soviet region and more recently from the Middle East. One of the challenges facing the church in Sweden is to
reach these people with the gospel. Many migrants settle in districts where they try to maintain their former
culture and consequently are not well integrated into Swedish society.

From a book publisher in Ethiopia
“I let you know that the Bridgeway Bible Dictionary which we have just published in Amharic is a blessing to Globe
Publishers as well as for the Ethiopian churches. In the first three weeks after its launch in June 2011, we sold one
thousand copies. It is very popular among the Christian community. Praise be to the Lord.

Challenges in Colombia
Colombia, with its large Catholic population (82%), is not commonly associated with religious
persecution. Yet many Christians suffer severely because of their faith, especially in rural areas
controlled by illegal armed groups and drug lords. Both revolutionary Marxist and far-right paramilitary
groups kill, kidnap, and extort money from Christians and greatly inhibit the free expression of their
faith.
On average 200 churches are forcibly closed down every year. Most closures take place in areas
controlled by the leftist armed groups, who say that Christianity is incompatible with communist ideals.
But far-right paramilitary groups are also involved.
The consequences of resisting the armed groups are severe. Every year 20 to 30 pastors are
assassinated in different parts of the country. Children from Christian families may be among those
forced to join the illegal armed groups. One pastor reported that all children over the age of ten in his
church were taken to serve as child soldiers.

An island (Beru) within an island nation (Kiribati)
A local Christian’s perspective: “All of the books you send have been placed in the Chaplain's Library,
where pastors and community members can access these materials. We lack these kinds of resources
and sincerely thank you for your help. Many Christians on Beru Island are also interested in hearing Bible
stories, etc. As ministers of the gospel, our duties include teaching the Bible in homes and in the local
village manneabas (assembly houses) as well as in the churches. Currently, there are 209 members of
the Kiribati Protestant Church on Beru Island. It would be extremely useful to receive any additional
educational materials to assist us in our work here on Beru. We assure you that many people will benefit.

Kazakhstan’s Bible
Although Kazakhstan’s Constitutional Council threw out legislation aimed at clamping down on the
country’s Christian community, the authorities still make life difficult for Christians. This, however, has
not stopped the Christians from moving on with their project to print the complete Bible in Kazakh
before the end of the year. The number of ethnic Kazakh believers is small (most Christians are of
Russian extraction) but with 2011 being declared locally as ‘The Year of the Bible,’ believers will soon be
able to read the entire Bible in their own language.
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Leprosy
The dreaded disease of biblical times, leprosy, is still dreaded today, even though it is now curable. Over 200,000
cases of leprosy are diagnosed each year, mostly in India and Southeast Asia. Christians are still at the forefront of
treatment for leprosy.

Lebanon: Mixed blessings
Lebanon is the only Arab state that is not officially Muslim and the only one where citizens are free to
change their religious affiliation.
But it is also a land of unending tension between religious factions. Over 80% of the population have
been displaced at one time or another during various wars. Over the past forty years, the Christian
percentage has dropped from
60 to 30. Large-scale emigration of Christians is of major concern to the church.
Lebanon has a good number of evangelical Bible schools, and believers from most other Arab countries
can come to study in Lebanon. There is also a need for better trained leaders in the Lebanese churches
themselves.

Bible teaching in Myanmar
The growth of the church in Myanmar (Burma) over the past twenty years has seen the number of Bible
training centres multiply. There are hundreds of Bible schools, many operating illegally out of
unregistered and inadequate premises. Many have scant resources and poorly trained instructors. There
are also larger and better equipped establishments, some fervently evangelical and offering advanced
courses. Others, which were once dying spiritually through liberal theology, are now coming to life.
One specialised ministry among drug addicts produces so many converts that a Bible college has been
specially established for them. For the past ten years it has maintained a student body of around two
hundred doing a full-time two-year course. The ministry also packs out a large auditorium in Yangon
every Sunday night with a gospel outreach through music and preaching. It produces high quality CDs
and DVDs that are sold locally, and radio programs that are beamed in from outside the country.
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Bible and Mission: Christian Witness in a Postmodern World
… a summary of Richard Bauckham’s stellar (and short) book
“Without international solidarity with the poorest of the world’s poor the church’s mission in any part
of our globalized world is not only compromised but simply invalidated. It has departed from the
biblical contours of God’s way with the world.”
In the face of postmodernity, Christians have lost confidence in the
missionary endeavour which is perceived as totalizing and thus
oppressive. Bauckham thus seeks to properly ground mission and the
Biblical metanarrative to show that properly conceived it is neither
oppressive or imperial, that it embraces all cultures, and within this
celebrates the particular, never becoming disembodied. Thus, we are
to continue our mission (which finds its place, as do all Christian
generations) between the commission and the consummation,
anticipating the closure of history by God’s power, yet open to the
particulars and course we must take as the Kingdom of God is ushered
in temporally, spatially, and numerically.
One major barrier in this process for Christians is a confusion of the
mission mandate with the two secular modern metanarratives of
progress and economic globalization, both of which truly are ‘totalizing’
and oppressive. Thus Bauckham seeks to extricate Christian mission
from this mess and set it on a solid footing true to our calling as biblically revealed.
Bauckham contends that whilst postmodernism dichotomizes the particular and the universal, the God
of the Bible holds them together in his purpose. He chooses the particular (moving from the one to the
many) to then bless all, reveal Himself to all, and bring justice and peace. Further, he does this by
identification and initiation with the marginalized - the ones postmodernity seeks to protect by
championing diversity, local narratives and the particular over against truth and universals - requiring
the powerful and elite to first drop their pride in order to participate in the blessing. This, then, sets the
model and context within which Christian mission must take place.
Chapter one reveals the context in which today’s mission is conducted, challenging us to seek fresh eyes
and a true hermeneutic for the biblical story of God’s kingdom expansion, within which our missionary
mandate finds its place without distortion. Today’s world is caught in the clash between two totalizing
cultures, that of militant Islam resisting the push of progressivism and economic globalization.
Meanwhile, Postmodernity has challenged all metanarratives (stories which presume to subsume all
particulars in their move to the universal) as oppressive and destructive of the particulars. The
particular has been divorced from the universal. Yet Christianity possesses a metanarrative moving
from the particular to the universal through mission. Are we totalizing? How should we conceive of
mission in this context? Bauckham seeks to establish the nature of this movement from the particular
to the universal as one driven and actualized not by humanity, but rather the fruit of God’s work as the
kingdom of God is ushered in and expands, temporally, spatially and numerically. Every generation of
Christians find themselves between the Commission and Consummation, assured of the imminent close
of history, yet moving from particular to particular towards a kingdom of particulars united under a God
of both the particular and the universal.
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The following two chapters then explore these themes across Scripture with examples of the movement
from particular to universal numerically (chapter 2 – from one to many, e.g. Adam, Abraham, Israel,
David and Jesus, yet ultimately by way of the least thus in humility), and spatially (chapter 3 with
geography both sacred and symbolic, from centre to peripheral towards the horizon, God seeking and
sending, with his people always as a diaspora). Both serve as models for our present missionary
endeavour, ensuring that we will understand ourselves and our mission biblically, to not falter or distort
mission in the postmodern context.
Thus, the final chapter answers criticism of the biblical story posed by postmodernity. The biblical
metanarrative is not modern, rational, and pre-determined. Unlike economic globalization, the biblical
metanarrative was forged in opposition to totalizing, oppressive schemes, and seeks to identify with the
marginalized, thus providing a counter-culture offering a challenge that relativistic postmodern critiques
cannot. The biblical story celebrates and gives meaning to all local stories, seen in the many stories in
the canon, the gift of tongues at Pentecost, and the worship offered by many nations in Revelation, each
bringing their unique glory as a gift to God. Thus, if Christians can truly dissociate from these modern
oppressive metanarratives, combining this liberating metanarrative with consistent solidarity with the
oppressed, we are well positioned to continue our God-given message moving temporally, spatially and
numerically toward universal praise in the Kingdom, worshipping the Universal Creator God who
chooses to reveal himself most fully in the particularity of Jesus of Nazareth.
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My Thoughts …
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